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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
During the 2019-2021 term planning process, the EEAC’s residential Consultants advanced a vision for the
future of the residential programs and opportunities for innovation in reducing consumption of all fuels to
achieve it. This paper provides a recap of that vision and how the EEAC adopted it through its October 2018
resolution, reviews PA progress to date in implementing their residential commitments and identifies work that
can be undertaken in 2020 to position the PAs’ programs for success in this term and beyond.1
The PAs’ residential plan for the current term contains many enhancements that are being implemented over
the course of this year and into 2020. Understanding whether these enhancements are successful in meeting
the goals of the PAs and achieving the EEAC’s priorities is essential at this pivotal time, which is increasingly
being identified as a time of climate crisis. Energy efficiency has been a major contributor to date to reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, with Massachusetts at the front of the pack in energy efficiency program delivery
according to multiple successive #1 rankings from ACEEE. But the stakes are too high to permit complacency.
Our intention with this paper is provide a set of opportunities for 2020 within the context of a larger vision for
innovation in residential program approaches for Massachusetts.
This paper focuses on three areas that we believe effectively encompass the EEAC’s priorities and PAs’ work
efforts in 2019. These include 1) energy optimization, broadly defined by us to include fuel switching,
beneficial electrification, active demand management, integration of distributed energy resources, and
opportunities specific to the new construction market; 2) active demand management (ADM), addressing
both summer and winter; 3) evolution of customer approaches/improved customer experience, including
targeted offers, improved and integrated tools and pathways, enhanced customer relationship management,
and new strategies for channel partners; and 4) underserved customers, including renters, moderate income,
and limited English proficiency customers. The sections of the paper provide an overview of the PAs’ work to
date, how it relates to the vision we articulated in 2017, recommendations regarding remaining opportunities to
more fully realize that vision in 2020 and beyond, and suggested metrics for how success can be measured.
The table on the following pages summarizes our recommendations and suggessted metrics for measuring
success.
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This paper generally applies to the Residential Sector, but undoubtedly many themes and opportunities will apply to the Income Eligible
Sector as well.
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Table ES 1 Consultant Team Recommendations and Example Metrics for Assessing Success
Topic

Goals

Recommendations

Example Metrics

Section 1. Energy Optimization: Moving Beyond Traditional Efficiency

Fuel Switching

Develop and adopt a post-installation heat pump
contractor checklist

Achieve PA fuel switching heat pump
unit goals

Number of fuel switch heat pump
installations*

Develop a combined weatherization and heat
pump fuel switch package

Achieve large per home reductions
in fossil fuel use

Revisit HPWH fuel switching opportunities

Convert Energy Specialist heating
system recommendations to installed
efficient heating system
Increase number of heat pump
quality installations

Average per home installed heat
pump capacity relative to either
house-level manual J heating load
calculations and/or output capacity of
existing heating system. For
DMSHPs, also report out on the
distribution of the number of indoor
units installed per home.

Run an air-to-water heat pump demonstration if
supported by a review of the technology and the
experience of program administrators in other
states

Conversion rates for heating system
recommendations by fuel and
measure type
Number of HVAC check measures*

Support and promote fuel optimization in
residential new construction

Increase number of program homes
that are fossil-fuel free

New homes enrolled in PAs’
programs by fuel type

Refer topic of energy optimization in residential
new construction to the Evaluation Management
Committee for discussion and for expedited
resolution

Increase training of design and build
professionals on all-electric new
construction

Number of design and build
professionals going through program
training

Promote ADM in new construction,
e.g., including communicating
electric vehicle chargers

Number and % of new construction
program participants enrolled in DLC
and daily dispatch activities

New Homes
Determine the best means to support all-electric
new homes
Promote, and possibly require, ADM-enabled
communicating thermostats in all PA-supported
new construction and major renovation projects

*

Indicates PAs already report data to support assessment
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Table ES 1 Consultant Team Recommendations and Example Metrics for Assessing Success
Topic

Recommendations
Develop a new construction storage offer

Goals

Example Metrics

Develop, promote, and ultimately require an
electric vehicle (EV)-readiness program criterion

Integration of
Renewables/Codelivery of
Distributed Energy
Resources

Promote photovoltaic (PV) installations in new
homes, particularly all-electric ones

Increase penetration of PVs in
existing and new homes

Number of HEA participants that
install PV

Co-promote PVs to existing homes that are
electrifying by installing heat pumps to displace
oil, propane, and electric resistance heat and/or
adding storage

Increase installations of solar
thermal where cost effective

Number of Mass Save participating
new homes that install PV

Increase penetration of battery and
thermal energy storage

Number of solar thermal installations

Achieve ADR seasonal MW goals

ADR savings by PA*

Increase number of direct load
control (DLC) and battery storage
participants

Number of DLC and storage
participants by PA*

Assess opportunities to support the installation of
ground source heat pumps
Assess opportunities to support solar thermal
installations, including solar hot water

Section 2. Active Demand Management
Bundle ADM-enabled communicating
thermostats with efficient HVAC equipment
Promote, and possibly require, ADM-enabled
communicating thermostats in all PA-supported
new construction and major renovation projects
Active Demand
Management

Develop a new construction storage offering
Assess whether the CLC’s proposal of bundling
PV, battery storage and heat pumps should be
replicated by the other PAs

Expand DLC to other end
uses/equipment, including winter and
possibly to gas, to increase seasonal
demand savings

Number of DLC measures included
in PAs’ ADR program
Summer* and winter demand
savings

Assess additional ADM opportunities
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Topic
Recommendations
Goals
Section 3. Evolution of Customer Approaches and Improved Customer Experience
Continue to enhance the customer experience
with data driven engagement strategies
Elevate respective online marketplace platforms
to support trusted advisor role
Enhancement of
Customer Acquisition and
Engagement

Expand efforts to mine data collected for
improved customer engagement
Employ strategies to facilitate data integration:
(1) enact data and protocol standardization; and
(2) utilize Application Program Interface (API)
software intermediaries

Identify how to replicate the C&I sector upstream
efforts for the residential market
The PAs should cultivate new and innovative
business models
Channel Partner
Strategies

Develop a simple, easy to use IT
system that provides greater
consistency and seamlessly
supports customer acquisition and
engagement
Provide an integrated data-driven
customer platform that provides
effective energy education, invites
participation, and accelerates
weatherization and heating/cooling
conversions

Engage more heating and cooling
distributors in delivery of technical
training and rebated high efficiency
equipment
Foster innovative new business
models

Example Metrics
Number of customers who interact
with Mass Save either online or via
phone who take the next step with
an HEA, or energy savings kit, or
rebated product
purchase/submission, or ADM
engagement
Per customer profile, increase in
number of touchpoints of their
participation in Mass Save
residential programs (e.g., received
a kit, HEA, rebated product, ADM,
etc.)
Number of contractors trained via cosponsored distributor
Number of different rebates and
energy savings from mid-/upstream
measures
Number of strategies tested and
scaled statewide that engage new
organizational types for promoting or
delivering the program
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Topic

Recommendations
Conduct trials for standardized weatherization
packages that are pre-modeled to achieve
energy savings of 20% to 40% (e.g., air sealing
below ACH50 combined with heat pumps or
energy recovery ventilation)

Increasing Weatherization
and heating/cooling
conversions

Goals

Example Metrics

Increase conversions for
weatherization and heating and
cooling measures

Recommendation to installation
conversion rate for air sealing*,
insulation*, duct sealing*, duct
insulation*, and heating/cooling
systems from residential HEAs

Increase renter participation

Number of renter participants in
Residential and Income Eligible
Coordinated Delivery initiatives*

Actively promote a Retail HVAC duct sealing
program offering that addresses all ducted
heating and cooling equipment
Bundle duct sealing with efficient equipment and
smart thermostat incentives
Consider offering higher incentives for advanced
duct sealing approaches such as Aeroseal

Section 4. Underserved Customers
Monitor: Renter participation numbers, Uptake
on energy savings packages by renters, and
Evolution of services to renters and multi-family
building owners and operators under the new
RCD Initiative

Increase rental property owner
participation in order to benefit
renters

Renters

Revise the income verification process

Moderate Income
Customers

Provide enhanced incentives for heating
equipment

Number of energy savings packages
provided to renters*

Increase moderate income
participation

Number of 90% weatherization
incentives provided to rental property
owners along with number of
projects and units affected
Number of approved moderate
income applicants*

Increase depth of savings for
moderate income customers

Number of weatherization jobs for
moderate income customers*

Provide alternative financing options
Truly streamline the residential customer’s
experience

Number of heating equipment
installations for moderate income
customers
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Topic

Recommendations
A detailed map of the journey of a limited English
proficiency customer through the Mass Save
programs

Limited English
Proficiency Customers

Increased attention to portions of the customer
journey beyond marketing and outreach

Quantitatively track participation by target
population groups

Municipal and Community
Partnership Strategy

Goals
Increase participation by customers
with limited English proficiency
Develop a workforce that is able to
serve LEP customers at each step of
their journey

Increase participation in partnering
municipalities by moderate income
customers and both market rate and
low income renters and customers
with limited English proficiency

Example Metrics
Number of customers with limited
English proficiency receiving a Home
Energy Assessment
Number of Energy Specialists,
number of Home Performance
Contractors, and number of
Independent Insulation Contractors
who speak a language other than
English
Number of Mass Save participating
customers in partnering municipal
communities who are renters
Number of Mass Save participating
customers in partnering municipal
communities with incomes of 6180% of SMI*
Number of Mass Save participating
customers in partnering municipal
communities with limited English
proficiency
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INTRODUCTION
Two years ago at this time the EEAC was wrapping up an extensive planning process for the 2019-2021 Plan
term. The future of the Residential Sector programs was a particularly strong focus, with three dedicated
workshops on a variety of residential topics ranging from measure-specific opportunities to incremental
enhancements to program strategies to big picture questions about whether the expected reduction in
claimable residential electric savings necessitated a fundamental retooling of the residential programs. The
purpose of this paper is to reflect on where the residential programs are one year into the 2019-2021 Plan
term.
During the 2019-2021 term planning process, the EEAC’s residential Consultants advanced a vision for the
future of the residential programs and opportunities for innovation in reducing consumption of all fuels to
achieve it. This paper provides a recap of that vision and how the EEAC adopted it through its October 2018
resolution, reviews PA progress to date in implementing their residential commitments and identifies work that
can be undertaken in 2020 to position the PAs’ programs for success in this term and beyond.2
A key component of this paper is to identify metrics that will support the PAs and EEAC in assessing the
success of the most significant elements of the 2019-2021 residential program plan. The PAs’ residential plan
for the current term contains many enhancements that are being implemented over the course of this year and
into 2020. Understanding whether these enhancements are successful in meeting the goals of the PAs and
achieving the EEAC’s priorities is essential at this pivotal time, which is increasingly being identified as a time
of climate crisis. The PAs already report many of the data points for the metrics we have identified.
Energy efficiency has been a major contributor to date to reducing greenhouse gas emissions, with
Massachusetts at the front of the pack in energy efficiency program delivery according to multiple successive
#1 rankings from ACEEE. But the stakes are too high to permit complacency. Our intention with this paper is
provide a set of opportunities for 2020 within the context of a larger vision for innovation in residential program
approaches for Massachusetts.

A LOOK BACK AT THE 2019-2021 PLANNING PROCESS
While energy efficiency programs are continuously evolving, the drivers for change have been particularly
strong in recent years. In January 2016, the EEAC Consultants presented “Trends in Electric Energy and
Energy Efficiency” to the EEAC. This presentation highlighted trends including electrification, integration of
distributed energy resources, demand management, technological advances in data collection and
management, and the rapid transformation of the lighting market by LEDs. We stated, “the time to plan is now.”
Figure 1. Planning Timeline

2

This paper generally applies to the Residential Sector, but undoubtedly many themes and opportunities will apply to the Income Eligible
sector as well.
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These trends significantly influenced the Residential Consultants’ preparations for the EEAC’s 2019-2021
planning process, which commenced in the fall of 2017. In our briefing document for the first residential
planning workshop in September of that year we emphasized that a dramatic reduction in claimable lighting
savings resulting from regulatory and market developments would shrink electric savings significantly in the
2019-2021 term. In 2016, residential lighting contributed 82% of the Residential Sector’s lifetime electric
savings and 23% of the total portfolio’s lifetime electric savings. We also called out other factors to be
considered in the 2019-2021 residential planning process: 1) a changing consumer marketplace that expects
greater access to on-demand and self-service options in virtually every market sector, and 2) growing public
policy focus on integrating energy efficiency programs with approaches that achieve objectives for demand
response and climate change mitigation.
Taken together, these trends in our informed assessment offered an opportunity for innovation in the form of
fundamentally re-thinking the existing residential programs. We noted an opening of the door to support broadbased innovation at the foundational level of program design and delivery, with new products, services, and
delivery leveraging technological advances.
In addition to opportunity to innovate through a fundamental rethinking of the residential energy efficiency
programs in Massachusetts, we provided the EEAC and PAs with a long list of opportunities to enhance the
existing residential program approaches. Our second workshop briefing document examined the PAs’
approaches for heating and cooling equipment, hard to reach populations, lighting and products, behavior, and
new construction, and we identified opportunities to enhance each. The work we did for the first and second
residential planning workshops was summarized at the final workshop in December 2017, at which we
presented the vision of a residential program for the 2019-2021 that innovates in four key areas:
1. Increasing customer capture
2. Providing new measures and methods of achieving energy and demand savings
3. Increasing conversion rates, and
4. Modernizing data management
As the culmination of the 2019-2021 planning process, the EEAC adopted its October 30, 2018 resolution
requesting that the Department of Public Utilities approve the PAs’ 2019-2021 Plan. Six of the nine priorities in
the resolution address elements of the residential program, including underserved populations and
geographies, active demand management, fuel switching, integrated residential program design, zero energy
ready buildings and Passive House, integrated multifamily program framework, and data management. The
expanded comments for each priority in the EEAC’s resolution encompassed many of the recommendations
our team provided during the workshop process.

PROGRESS TO DATE AND REMAINING OPPORTUNITIES
The recap in the previous section of the 2019-2021 planning process belies the large volume of information our
team prepared for the EEAC, which amounted to more than 250 pages in briefing documents and
presentations provided in the fall of 2017. Rather than reviewing how implementation to date of the PAs’ 20192021 Plan does or does not respond to each and every recommendation we made in the course of the 2017
planning process, we have elected to focus on four areas that we believe effectively encompass the EEAC’s
priorities and PAs’ work efforts in 2019. These include 1) energy optimization, broadly defined by us to
include fuel switching, beneficial electrification, active demand management, integration of distributed energy
resources, and opportunities specific to the new construction market; 2) active demand management (ADM),
addressing both summer and winter; 3) evolution of customer approaches/improved customer
experience, including targeted offers, improved and integrated tools and pathways, enhanced customer
relationship management, and new strategies for channel partners; and 4) underserved customers, including
renters, moderate income, and limited English proficiency customers. The following sections provide an
overview of the PAs’ work to date, how it relates to the vision we articulated in 2017, recommendations
regarding remaining opportunities to more fully realize that vision in 2020 and beyond, and suggested metrics
for how success can be measured.
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Section 1. Energy Optimization: Moving Beyond Traditional Efficiency
The current 2019-2021 Plan embraces a number of expanded program offerings that were included in our
team’s vision for the residential programs in the 2017 planning process. These offerings go beyond the PAs’
traditional and successful energy efficiency activities and achieve broader goals for both customers and for the
PAs. Most notable are the aggressive deployment of active demand management (ADM) and the large number
of program-supported heat pumps installed to displace delivered fuel use in support of strategic electrification.
Further, these broader goals are embodied in proposed creation of overall MMBtu savings goals that
encourage a holistic and multi-fuel perspective to energy savings that minimizes customer’s total energy costs.
These activities are consistent with the Council’s priorities and with broader Commonwealth efforts to achieve
greenhouse gas reduction goals. As clearly noted in the Plan:
The 2019-2021 Plan sets an ambitious agenda to build on the success of prior plans through a more
holistic and integrated effort. The Program Administrators have defined a new approach: Energy
Optimization. This approach includes a combination of energy efficiency, active and passive
demand reduction, and targeted approaches for reducing customers’ overall energy use, particularly
for space and water heating. This aligns with the recent revisions to the GCA and focuses on the
customers’ individual energy needs and goals, such as customers’ desires for cleaner and less
expensive energy, in order to provide significant energy and economic benefits to customers and
the Commonwealth. The Program Administrators are seeking to engage customers and provide
effective combinations of fuel neutral education and incentives to drive efficiency and optimize
energy use.
For purposes of this paper, we use the term Energy Optimization in its broadest sense and examine in this
section PA activities and remaining opportunities in three key areas: fuel switching, new homes, and
integration of efficiency and renewables, the latter now allowed pursuant to the Commonwealth’s Energy Act of
2018.
1 A. FUEL SWITCHING
The PAs have long supported the installation of efficient electric space and water heating technologies,
specifically, air source heat pumps and heat pump water heaters (HPWHs). However, until the current Plan
term, all savings attributed to these efficiency measures presumed a less efficient electric baseline. No fossil
fuel savings were claimed, even though many installations saved some amount of fossil fuels, particularly from
heat pumps. Similarly, customers were not provided with information or tools to make informed decisions as to
whether and how to install heat pumps (or HPWHs) to displace fossil fuels and maximize operating cost
savings and measure incentives were based on lost opportunity/replace at failure scenarios rather than early
retirement or retrofit ones.
The opportunity to achieve significant heat pump fossil fuel savings was well documented in the multi-year
ductless mini-split heat pump (DMSHP) metering study impact evaluation.3 This study clearly demonstrated the
potential for significant fossil fuel savings in homes with ductless heat pumps. However, the study also showed
very large differences in occupant operating patterns that resulted in significant variations in heat pump full
load operating hours and savings. Most of the DMSHPs in the study group were not operated in a manner that
maximized heating savings to customers heating with oil or propane, in part due to controls that fail to properly
integrate heat pumps with the existing fossil-fuel fired heating system.
1 A i. Relevant PA Commitments and Work to Date
The PAs’ approach to addressing heat pumps for fossil fuel displacement contains multiple elements as
described in the 2019-2021 Plan. The Plan commitments and their current status are indicated in the following
table:

3

Ductless Mini-Split Heat Pump Impact Evaluation. Prepared for The Electric and Gas Program Administrators of Massachusetts and
Rhode Island by the Cadmus Group. December 30, 2016.
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Table 1. Status of PA Commitments Regarding Heat Pumps and Fossil Fuel Displacement
Program Element
Provide education about all heating options
available to help customers optimize energy
consumption at their premises

Known Current Status
The PAs have developed customer facing
information on this topic, added content on their
website, and direct customers to NEEP heat
pump guides

Provide customers with cost effective,
economic, fuel blind options for heating their
homes

The PAs have held Energy Specialist and limited
contractor/technician trainings. Significantly
higher incentives and control requirements are
provided for fossil fuel displacement.

Oil or propane customers will be provided with
information about the installed cost,
cost/energy savings and environmental
benefits of converting from a standard
efficiency oil or propane system to a high
efficiency oil, propane, electric or gas system

An online calculator tool to allow customers and
contractors to compare heating system options is
still under development

Develop and offer incentives that support the
installation and operation of heat pumps to
offset the use of existing heating fuel for
electric resistance, oil, and propane
customers

The PAs started offering these incentives at the
beginning of 2019

More specifically:
®

Incentives of $1,000 (ducted or mixed duct systems) to $1,600 (non-ducted systems) per ton
when displacing fuel oil or propane. Currently, these incentives are not available to gas heated
homes. Figure 1 below, from the 2017 Baseline Study, shows the distribution of heating
system fuel and equipment types in Massachusetts’ homes. From these data, approximately
30% of single family homes are eligible for the oil and propane fuel switching incentives.
Another 2% of single family homes with electric resistance space heat are eligible for a $1,000
per ton incentive, regardless of the heat pump type installed.
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Figure 1. Residential Heating Fuel and Equipment Saturations

Residential Single Family Heating Fuel Saturations
3%

2% 2%

2%

Gas
Oil
Propane/Other

27%

Heat Pump
63%

Electric Resistance
No Heating System

Gas-heated homes remain eligible for the much smaller lost opportunity heat pump incentives
($150-350/ton). https://www.masssave.com/en/saving/residential-rebates/electric-heating-andcooling Additionally, gas heated homes doing full replacement of their gas heating system with
an electric heat pump can receive incentives as high as $5,000 (based on income) from the
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC): https://www.masscec.com/air-source-heatpumps-1
®

As a requirement for the higher fuel switching (“fuel optimization”) incentives, an approved
integrated control must be installed. https://www.masssave.com//media/Files/PDFs/Save/Residential/Integrated-Controls-and-Dual-Fuel-TStats_Master.pdf
The use of such a control helps ensure that the heat pump is operated in a manner that
maximizes customer savings and fossil fuel use reductions. The PAs worked with vendors to
develop this specification. As a result of this requirement, the number of qualifying controls
has grown significantly since this list was first developed in early 2019.

®

Adoption of the Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnership’s cold climate heat pump specification
for ductless heat pumps. This specification addresses low temperature performance, both
efficiency and heat output (capacity). https://neep.org/ASHP-Specification

®

Development, promotion and training on the use of the Air Flow and Charge (AC) Check and
Mini Spilt (MS) Check tools to ensure proper HVAC equipment installation.
https://www.masssave.com/en/learn/partners/become-an-ac-check-contractor Mass Save
offers online and in-person training and partial reimbursement for diagnostic equipment.

®

Training of Mass Save Energy Specialists to identify and recommend fuel switching
opportunities during the Home Energy Assessment (HEA). These recommendations are
recorded and reported quarterly as KPI #3.

1 A ii. Opportunities and Recommendations for 2020 and Beyond
While the PAs have made significant progress in putting together a targeted heat pump fuel switch offering,
some of the pieces of the offering are not yet fully in place, e.g., the online calculator and widespread HVAC
technician training. Further, much of the PAs’ efforts to promote heat pump fuel switching has been focused on
the HEA/audit channel. However, the PAs report that approximately 80 percent of HVAC equipment upgrades
and replacements are done outside of the HEA channel through Retail Initiative HVAC activities. As a result,
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the PAs are strengthening their ties and outreach to the HVAC contractor base. This outreach, as well as
increased technician training on both new heat pump incentive and control offerings and the HVAC Check
suite of quality installation and verification (QIV) tools, will be critical if the PAs are to meet their 2019-2021
heat pump fuel switch goals.
These and other factors associated with the roll-out of a new, substantial program component have resulted in
lagging measure installations. The figure below shows the PAs’ heat pump goals from the Term Sheet and
progress to date in achieving them.
Figure 2. Heat Pump Goal and Progress to Date

Plan HP & HPWH Goals and Q3 HP Installs
40,000
35,000

37,993

30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
-

7,148
741
2019-2021 HP &
HPWH Goal

2019-2021 HP Oil and
Propane
Displacement

Q3 HP Oil and
Propane
Displacement

Note also that of the 60,617 home energy assessments completed through Q3, there were 4,290 ductless
minisplit heat pump heating system recommendations; about half (49%) for homes with oil-fired heating
systems. In addition, another 921 central heat pump heating system recommendations were made, 58% in
homes heated with oil. We expect the recommendation rate of heat pump installation to increase once the PAs
and their vendors have completed training Energy Specialists and HPCs in the new Energy Optimization
framework.
Based on PA progress to date, best practices in other jurisdictions, and additional opportunities to expand fuel
switching in the Commonwealth, the Council Consultants recommend the following for 2020:
®

Develop and adopt a post-installation heat pump contractor checklist. While the
suite of QIV tools that the PAs promote through HVAC Check is important to ensure
proper heat pump installation, we recommend that the PAs develop a contractor checklist
to be completed with all fuel switch heat pump installations. For example, the DMSHP
impact evaluation found that the performance for many heat pumps was significantly
degraded as the outdoor condenser units were not properly protected from being buried
by snow. The Efficiency Maine’s DMSHP installation checklist, for example,
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/docs/Ductless-Heat-Pump-Installation-Checklist.pdf
addresses such issues.

®

Develop a combined weatherization and heat pump fuel switch package. This
package could include a bonus incentive if all weatherization is completed and a
minimum percentage of the heating load is displaced by heat pumps.

®

Revisit HPWH fuel switching opportunities. The Three-Year Plan only explicitly
identifies space heating as a fuel switching opportunity. However, HPWHs may also
provide cost effective fuel switching savings. While some preliminary measure screening
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has been done, the Council Consultants recommend that the screening be revisited and
consider:

®

§

The availability of HPWHs with Uniform Energy Factors of 3.5 and higher, rather
than current program rebate criteria as low as 2.0 UEF.

§

For Low Income direct install opportunities, assess the effectiveness of Efficiency
Maine’s bulk procurement program to substantially reduce measure cost.

Run an air-to-water heat pump demonstration if supported by a review of the
technology and the experience of program administrators in other states. The PAs
should assess the state-of-the-art and continued commercialization of air-to-water heat
pumps and implement a demonstration project based on their review. This technology
may serve as an efficient electric heating alternative for homes that have hydronic
heating systems. Efficiency Vermont is offering incentives of $1,000/ton for this
equipment. https://www.efficiencyvermont.com/rebates/list/air-to-water-heat-pumps

1 A iii. Possible Metrics to Assess Success
Table 2. Goals and Metrics for Assessing Fuel Switching Success
GOAL

EXAMPLE METRIC

Achieve PA fuel switching heat pump unit goals

Number of fuel switch heat pump installations*

Achieve large per home reductions in fossil fuel
use

Average per home installed heat pump capacity
relative to either house-level manual J heating load
calculations and/or output capacity of existing
heating system. For DMSHPs, also report out on the
distribution of the number of indoor units installed per
home
Conversion rates for heating system
recommendations by fuel and measure type

Convert Energy Specialist heating system
recommendations to installed efficient heating
system
Increase number of heat pump quality
installations

Number of HVAC check measures*

1 B. NEW HOMES
New construction programs are often cost-effective early adopters for new and innovative technologies and
practices as it is often less expensive to pursue such efforts in new construction than as retrofit measures.
Further, once a decision has been made regarding a new home construction equipment of fuel choice, the
ability to change that choice as a lost opportunity measure may not arise for many years or even decades.
1 B i. Relevant PA Commitments and Work to Date
The PAs have undertaken a number of innovations within their New Homes and Renovations Program over
the past several years. The most notable of these are the adoption of the blended savings approach (BSA) for
incentives, development of a renovations and additions component, and the implementation of a
comprehensive high-rise multifamily Passive House offer. The latter includes significant incentives to cover soft
costs such as modeling and certification and was called out explicitly as a new program element in the 20192021 Plan.

*

Indicates PAs already report data to support assessment
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While we expect that many Passive House homes will be all-electric, the Three-Year Plan does not explicitly
discuss the matter of fuel choice in new construction. Currently, there is no energy optimization strategy or
plan for new construction. Therefore, there are no program elements of the Plan to call out specific to fuel
choice.
1 B ii. Opportunities and Recommendations for 2020 and Beyond
With a goal of implementing an energy optimization strategy for new homes, the Council Consultants
recommend the following:
®

Support and promote energy optimization in residential new construction. The PAs
have yet to address fuel choice in new construction. Currently, program participants
cannot “double dip” to avail themselves of the generous Retail HVAC heat pump fuel
switch rebates. A strong economic and policy case can be made that all new homes in
the Commonwealth be built efficiently and fossil fuel free. Many homes don’t have access
to gas and recent news from Brookline confirms there is interest in restricting gas-heated
new homes at the municipal level.1 Even where gas is available, efficient heat pump
systems may be the lowest lifecycle cost option in most, if not all cases.1 This is in part
due to deferring the costs of a central space conditioning distribution system and of
bringing gas in from the street. Passive House participants would seem to be a natural
choice for fossil-free new construction.

®

Refer topic of energy optimization in residential new construction to the EMC for
discussion and for expedited resolution. In discussions on this topic the PAs have
raised the legitimate question as to how to determine what the counterfactual heating fuel
and system type would have been absent program intervention. The Council Consultants
agree that this question should be addressed and resolved.

®

Determine the best means to support all-electric new homes. The PAs are planning
to develop a single-family Passive House offer in 2020. The PAs and Consultants should
assess whether this is the best path to move builders and homeowners to all-electric new
homes. We believe there may be benefits to a parallel all-electric new home program
offering such as that in place in Connecticut.
https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/2019-RNC-All-Electric-Home-0319.pdf

®

Promote, and possibly require, ADM-enabled communicating thermostats in all
PA-supported new construction and major renovation projects. Connecticut was to
have developed a DR-enabled criterion for their New Construction program, but they
have not yet made any significant progress on this program enhancement.

®

Develop a new construction storage offer. As noted above, this would be contingent
on if, and when, the DPU approves transitioning daily dispatch (battery storage) from
demonstration status to full program deployment. This could possibly be focused on
homes with electric space and/or hot water heating systems.

®

Develop, promote, and ultimately require an electric vehicle (EV)-readiness
program criterion. Under current building code requirements, new homes in
Massachusetts are already required to be photovoltaic (PV)-ready. See, for example,
Connecticut’s EV-Ready Checklist: https://www.energizect.com/sites/default/files/2019RNC-EV-Ready-Checklist-0319.pdf. Such an EV-readiness criterion could be expanded
to promote and potentially require communicating EV-chargers that could participate in
ADM efforts.
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1 B iii. Potential New Homes Metrics
Table 3. Goals and Metrics for Assessing New Homes Success
GOAL

EXAMPLE METRIC

Increase number of program homes that are
fossil-fuel free

New homes enrolled in PAs’ programs by fuel type

Increase training of design and build
professionals on all-electric new
construction

Number of design and build professionals going through
program training

Promote ADM in new construction

Number and % of new construction program participants
enrolled in DLC and daily dispatch activities

1 C. INTEGRATION OF RENEWABLES/CODELIVERY OF DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES
Prior to the current Three-Year Plan, the PAs and the Council had largely considered promotion and support of
renewable technologies through the efficiency programs outside of their purview. Such efforts were supported
by the Mass Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) or by PA activities outside of their energy efficiency programs.
This was a strong area of focus for our workshop content in 2017.
This position changed in the 2019-2021 Plan. The Energy Act of 2018 amended the Green Communities Act to
expand the enumerated list of potential program offers that may be included in the Three-Year Plans. The
Program Administrators may now include programs that result in customers switching to renewable energy
sources or other clean energy technologies. As described above, the PAs have made a very large commitment
to certain thermal renewable technologies in the current plan. Specifically, air source heat pumps will be
promoted as a fuel switching technology. Discussed in this section are PA commitments and plans and
Consultant recommendations related to renewable technologies other than air source heat pumps.
1 C i. Relevant PA Commitments and Work to Date
The PAs’ approach to addressing renewable technologies other than air source heat pumps in the Three-Year
Plan is mostly put forward as general, high level support. The relevant Plan commitments and their current
status are indicated in the following table:
Table 4. Status of PA Commitments Regarding Renewable Technologies
Program Element

Known Current Status

Updated GCA provides that the Program
Administrators may pursue holistic ways
to reduce overall energy use through
conversions to renewable energy sources

The PAs are developing online resources for solar PV
through the Mass Save website to help connect customers
interested in solar PV, while maintaining focus on program
measures. Energy Specialists will also be trained to
provide information on certain renewable technologies
during a home energy assessment.

Incentives will be offered for switching to
renewable or clean energy technologies,
including wood pellet heating where costeffective

To date, incentives are not being offered for renewable
technologies other than air source heat pumps, though
solar thermal incentives had been offered in the past. The
PAs recently noted in their November Council
presentation that support for residential biomass and
ground source heat pumps (as a retrofit/early retirement
measures) had been considered, but not implemented.
See also below for details on the CLC’s proposed efforts
to promote PVs as part of a larger measure bundle.
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Expansion of messaging and branding
strategies into the broader context of
energy and environment as a whole,
supporting the Administration’s expanded
policy objectives around strategic
electrification, renewable energy and clean
peak strategies

Information/branding on non-heat pump renewable
technologies, e.g., solar, is under development

More specifically:
®

CLC has developed a Cape & Vineyard Electrification Offering (CVEO) in response to the
DPU’s previous rejection of proposed solar PV incentives in the CLC’s Three-Year Plan
filing. The CVEO is a multifaceted whole home offering that addresses fuel switching, active
demand management and renewables integration. If approved by the DPU, the Offering
would provide enhanced incentives to non-gas heated low and moderate-income customers
to:
§

Convert oil, propane, electric resistance heat to cold climate heat pumps

§

Install PV systems to support electrification of heating system and reduce GHG
emissions

§

Install battery storage for demand response

®

The CLC is currently finalizing the details of the CVEO. Once this is complete, the CLC
plans to present in December its budget and screening results to the Executive Committee
and then to the Council. The CLC anticipates that the Council will vote on a resolution on
the CVEO in January of 2020.

®

Elements of the CVEO mirror the Solar Access program that is currently jointly administered
in Western Massachusetts by DOER and MassCEC and implemented by the Center for
EcoTechnology https://www.centerforecotechnology.org/solaraccess/. The Solar Access
program bundles heat pumps, PV and financing to develop a cash flow positive outcome for
moderate income customers.

1 C ii. Opportunities and Recommendations for 2020 and Beyond
One of the potential challenges the PAs face in determining whether and how to best support renewables is
the existence of well-established incentives for many renewable technologies through the Mass CEC. The PAs
will need to continue to coordinate with the MassCEC and to respond to changes in MassCEC incentives
accordingly, as they did when most of the MassCEC’s heat pump fuel switch incentives transitioned to the
PAs. Note also that the presence of PVs on homes may improve the customer economics for heat pumps,
storage and possibly other efficiency and ADM measures.
Based on PA progress to date, best practices in other jurisdictions, and additional opportunities to expand PAled renewable integration efforts in the Commonwealth, the Council Consultants recommend the following for
2020. Our recommendations address both PV and solar thermal opportunities.
®

Promote PV installations in new homes, particularly all-electric ones. New homes
are an opportunity to promote PV installations and to install them at a lower cost. The
current Massachusetts Building Code requires that new homes be PV ready. Passive
House and Zero Energy/Zero Energy Ready Homes are all currently good candidates for
PV installations. An all-electric new homes offer would similarly be a good candidate for
PVs.

®

Co-promote PVs to existing homes that are electrifying by installing heat pumps to
displace oil, propane, and electric resistance heat. Are there opportunities to develop
a joint PA/MassCEC heat pump/PV offer? Similarly, could this also be done for
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customers installing heat pump water heaters? How do the economics of heat pumps
change when PVs are present?
®

Assess opportunities to support the installation of ground source heat pumps. If
there are cost-effective opportunities, what roles might the PAs have in helping identify
and support such opportunities? Customer economics will be enhanced by federal tax
credits, MassCEC incentives (up to $2,500/ton depending on income4), and Alternative
Energy Portfolio Standard payments.

®

Assess all opportunities to support solar thermal installations, including solar hot
water. Do plans to address solar opportunities through the HEA also include solar hot
water? If not, then it should be considered. Is solar hot water a viable new construction
program offer?

1 C iii. Possible Metrics to Assess Success
Table 5. Goals and Metrics for Assessing Renewable Technologies Success
GOAL

Increase penetration of PVs in existing and
new homes

EXAMPLE METRIC

Number and percentage of HEA participants that install PV
Number of Mass Save participating new homes that install
PV

Increase installations of solar thermal
where cost effective

Number of solar thermal installations

Section 2. Active Demand Management
Active Demand Reduction, distinct and separate from the “passive” demand savings that have historically
accrued from the PAs’ efficiency efforts, is a centerpiece of the 2019-2021 Plan with an associated quantitative
goal in the Term Sheet. Increased effort in this area was a main focus of the Consultants’ vision for the
residential programs during the plan development process. The Council’s 2019 Priority 2 states:
Peak Demand Reduction: Ensure new, active demand reduction programs are developed and
executed effectively. Monitor progress of the expansion and focus on lowering demand at peak
periods during both summer and winter.
And notes further that:
The Council emphasizes the importance of the inclusion of active demand reduction programs in the
2019- 2021 Three Year Plan and will work with the PAs to ensure timely program roll out, goal
achievement, and focus on winter reliability.
2 A. Relevant PA Commitments and Work to Date
The PAs’ Plan commitments to address active demand management and their current status are indicated in
the following table:

4

https://files-cdn.masscec.com/Residential_Small-Scale_GSHP_Program_Manual_0.pdf
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Table 6. Status of PA Commitments Regarding Active Demand Management
Program Element
Enhance ongoing efforts to reduce system
peak demand by implementing active
demand reduction initiatives
PAs will review the possibility of adding
additional devices, such as water heaters
and pool pumps, if it can be done costeffectively
Electric PAs will offer active demand
reduction with battery storage during the
2019-2021 term
Battery storage will be added to HEAT Loan
eligible equipment for customers who agree
to participate in the active demand offer

Known Current Status
The PAs are implementing several different
Residential ADR strategies including cooling direct
load control (DLC), battery storage, and electric
vehicle (EV) control
PAs state that low water heater peak demand
coincidence makes DLC not cost effective and plan
to further investigate pool pump control
opportunities
Demonstrations and programs have been
implemented. The PAs and the Council are
awaiting final DPU decision before fully moving to
broader program offer
Battery storage participating in Connected
Solutions is now eligible for HEAT Loans

The Three-Year Plan demonstrates a clear and growing commitment to increased Residential capacity savings
from ADR. Table 7 shows summer and winter capacity savings from the PAs’ ADM efforts and the percentage
of total Residential demand savings – both passive and active - coming from ADM in each year and over the
full three-year Plan period. Residential summer ADM savings are projected to grow from 8.3 MW in 2019 to
17.3 MW in 2021 and winter ADM savings will increase from 1.0 MW to 3.0 MW over the same timeframe. By
2021, 29% of total Residential summer capacity savings and 5% of winter capacity savings are projected to
come from ADM.
Table 7. Sources of 2019-2021 Residential Summer and Winter Capacity Savings

Residential Demand Savings Activities
2019
2019
2020
2020
2021
2021
2019-2021
2019-2021

Active Demand Reduction
% of TOTAL Demand Savings from ADR
Active Demand Reduction
% of TOTAL Demand Savings from ADR
Active Demand Reduction
% of TOTAL Demand Savings from ADR
Active Demand Reduction
% of TOTAL Demand Savings from ADR

Net Summer
Capacity (kW)
8,344
12%
13,477
20%
17,279
29%
39,100
20%

Net Winter
Capacity (kW)
992
1%
1,962
3%
3,006
5%
5,960
3%

At present, the PAs are implementing three different ADM activities:
®

Direct Load Control using communicating (Wifi) thermostat control to reduce/shift on-peak
cooling usage.

®

Daily dispatch (battery storage). This is a demonstration project for both National Grid and
Unitil per DPU order (though Grid is claiming savings in 2019) and is expected to be fully
deployed in 2020. The Department did not approve full scale, statewide deployment of daily
dispatch because it found it was an untested form of dispatch, but the Department found
merit in exploring the potential for daily dispatch through demonstration offerings.

®

Electric Vehicle (EV) charging control. This is a demonstration project for Eversource and
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an established offer for National Grid, i.e., they will claim savings for their efforts.
In their November 20 Active Demand Reduction Update, the PAs summarized their current ADR activities and
provided 2019 summer savings results. Based on their performed results of 11.51 MW, the PAs exceeded their
2019 summer MW goal of 8.3 MW (Figure 3) and were at 29% of their 2019-2021 summer goal. Note that the
PAs’ 2019-2021 ADM goals includes demand reductions from participants that had been recruited in prior
program years and that are still participating in the PAs’ ADM efforts.

Figure 3. Residential Active Demand Management: Progress to Date vs. Goal

Summer MW ADM
2019 Summer Performed MW Savings

2019 Summer ADM MW Goal

2019-2021 Summer ADM MW Goal
-

5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00

Table 8 shows that the large majority of 2019 Residential summer ADR demand savings – 11.3 MW out of
11.5 MW - came from Eversource’s and National Grid’s DLC efforts. The large number of enrolled DLC
participants – 16,800 between the two PAs – are helping to drive these results.
Table 8. 2019 Summer Residential ADM Results

The PAs also provided the following early findings on their DLC efforts:
®

Based on a survey of participating customers, the most common motivation for customer
participation was to save money on energy bills, followed by receiving participation
incentives.

®

Out of the survey respondents who were home for events, roughly 70% noticed a change in
temperature during events and 50% found the event temperature less comfortable than
normal.

®

The vast majority (>85%) of survey respondents reported that they are likely or very likely to
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participate in the program again in the future.
2 B. Opportunities and Recommendations for 2020 and Beyond
While the Council has directed the PAs to consider winter ADM and reliability opportunities progress in this
area is tied to the completion of a winter benefits study, which the PAs and DOER collectively decided to delay
in response to potential ISO-NE rule changes. The PAs have implemented a thermostat optimization program
targeted to establishing lower customer temperature setpoints in winter. A study is ongoing, to be completed
around year end, that will better quantify the benefits from winter capacity reductions. This report should better
inform how winter ADM can be best deployed. Similarly, this report should also inform whether and how
benefits from gas ADM should be quantified. While winter electric ADM efforts have been deployed by a
number of PAs across the country, in some cases for years, gas ADM is less well developed. Eversource has
included a residential gas ADR effort as part of a recent gas rate case filing.
Based on PA progress to date, best practices in other jurisdictions, and additional opportunities to expand
active demand management in the Commonwealth, the Council Consultants recommend the following for
2020:

5

®

Bundle ADM-enabled communicating thermostats with efficient HVAC equipment.
A contractor incentive could be offered for every enrolled participant.

®

Promote, and possibly require, ADM-enabled communicating thermostats in all
PA-supported new construction and major renovation projects. Connecticut was to
have developed a DR-enabled criterion for their New Construction program, but they
have not yet made any significant progress on this program enhancement.

®

Develop a new construction storage offering. This would be contingent on the DPU
approving transitioning daily dispatch (battery storage) from demonstration status to full
program deployment. This could possibly be focused on homes with electric space
and/or hot water heating systems.

®

Assess whether the CLC’s proposal of bundling PV, battery storage and heat
pumps should be replicated by the other PAs. This would be contingent on DPU
approval of the CLC’s Cape and Vineyard Electrification Offering (CVEO) plan.

®

Assess additional end use/equipment ADM opportunities. Work completed by
Navigant in 2019 for National Grid examined a number of additional potential demand
response savings opportunities.1 The results are summarized below in Figure 4.
Measures are listed (from top to bottom) by decreasing cost-effectiveness. Among the
end uses/equipment identified with significant summer demand savings are pool pumps,
room AC and refrigerators, though the cost effectiveness for these measures varies
considerably. Note that these results are for National Grid’s service territory, that the
estimated MW savings are for summer peak reductions and that these estimates exclude
such costs as setup cost and demand response management system license fees. In
addition to the DLC opportunities identified in the Navigant report, there may be other,
emerging ADM opportunities. For example, thermal storage has been integrated with
ductless heat pumps to provide both utility and customer benefits, particularly where time
of use rates are available.5

https://stash.energy/
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Figure 4. Benefit Costs (TRC, 2019-2028) and Demand Reduction Potential

2 C. Possible Metrics to Assess Success
Table 9. Goals and Metrics for Assessing Active Demand Management Success
GOAL

EXAMPLE METRIC

Achieve ADR seasonal MW goals.

ADR savings by PA*

Increase number of DLC and battery
storage participants

Number of DLC and storage participants by PA*

Expand DLC to other end uses/equipment,
including winter and possibly to gas, to
increase seasonal demand savings

Number of DLC measures included in PAs’ ADR
program
Summer* and winter demand savings
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Section 3. Evolution of Customer Approaches and Improved Customer Experience
Achieving all cost-effective energy efficiency and demand response measures is paramount, given the
shrinking availbility of energy savings from lighting measures, coupled with grid constraints and prioritization of
clean energy solutions. Simultaneously, both the consumer market and clean energy supply chain is evolving
with significant shifts towards IT driven delivery of products and solutions and also new models for products as
a service. There is a need to modernize technology platforms used by the PAs to support data-driven
customer acquisition and engagement for both the Mass Save program and individual PA customer facing
resources. With the 2019-2021 Plan, the PAs’ efforts in Plan Year One have been focused on designing and
making adjustments that will be implemented in Plan Year Two, 2020. By Plan Year Three, 2021, the PAs will
use the lessons learned and early results to make program implementation adjustments and inform the next
three-year plan cycle. As 2019 comes to a close, the PAs have made progress in re-aligning their residential
program, including:
®

Beginning to map the customer journey for facilitated services, particularly for renters and
hard-to-reach customers, seeking to streamline and remove barriers.

®

Better targeting for energy efficiency opportunites by redefining subsectors based on
building attributes.

®

Streamlining on-boarding with one phone line and defining an updated rubric of questions to
better sort customer needs, funneling them to the appropriate expanded resources.

®

Designing specific tactics to address pre-weatherization barriers, including: facilitating
connection to contractors specialized for knob and tube wiring, mold remediation,
combustion safety issues, etc.; adding new eligible pre-weatherization measures to the
HEAT Loan.

®

Leveraging data from various residential program platforms, such as the online energy
assessment, customer profiles, and program participation data to better inform and support
customers in obtaining targeted energy savings upgrades.

Going into 2020, the PAs should continue and build on the momentum of program improvements to harness
and better engage the $150 billion market for home improvement services. To address opportunities to
improve the customer experience and facilitate installation of deeper measures, there are several approaches
to be considered for implementation of the 2019-2021 plan that we have grouped into three categories:
®

Enhancement of customer acquisition and engagement

®

Channel partner strategies

®

Pathways for increased weatherization and heating/cooling conversions

3 A. ENHANCEMENT OF CUSTOMER ACQUISITION AND ENGAGEMENT
The crux of the PA’s 2019-2021 residential program plan is to evolve their online, telephony and in-home
delivery to reach more customers with specifc energy savings solutions tailored to their needs in a more
efficacious and customer-friendly manner. This is challenging given the diversity of residential customer types
from owner-occupied to renters, a varied building stock (the majority of which is single family detached), and
the multitude of diverse buyer decision criteria. Additionally the PAs are challenged with coordinating their
individual and collective (and changing) software vendors and IT infrastructure to effectively deliver “simplified
customer access” to energy saving solutions and benefits.
3 A i. Relevant PA Commitments and Work to Date
The PAs’ approach to improving customer acquisition and engagement in 2019-2021 plan builds upon preexisting Mass Save program and individual PA residential sector efficiency program infrastructure. Key
elements of the residential approach set forth in the 2019-2021 Plan and their current status are indicated in
the following table:
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Table 10. Status of PA Commitments Regarding Customer Acquisition and Engagement
Program Element

Known Current Status

Expanded online assessments and
program enrollment options

Transitioning to one phone number for Mass Save;
identified enhancements for addressing inquiries and
funneling customers

Enhanced support at customer intake,
capturing and connecting additional detail
to triage customers to targeted program
offerings

PAs completed customer journey maps and worked with
their vendors to identify opportunities to streamline
intake procedures
Modifying intake logic to better assess who should
receive an HEA vs. an energy savings package
Began testing certain enhancements for broad scale
rollout and developing program rules and protocols
Redefined residential sector by segmenting according to
building type: detached single family, attached low-rise,
and attached high rise
Providing a coordinated delivery structure using subsegments informed by the various building attributes
and implementation considerations to funnel customers
to appropriate program offering

Enhanced relationship management for
customers, with tracking of the adoption of
measures and continuous re-engagement
with additional opportunities

Key decisions on re-design of program management
systems and beginning to implement modifications to
the software and data systems

Implement residential scorecards as part of
the in-home audit in coordination with
DOER. The target date for the roll-out of
this scorecard effort is July 2019

As of Q3, the PAs and DOER have agreed to a
staggered roll out of scorecards using DOE’s Home
Energy Score

3 A ii. Opportunities and Recommendations for 2020 and Beyond
Today’s data management and user interface technology advancements offer an exciting opportunity to
provide an enhanced user experience for customers, program business partners, and program administrators
alike. Investing resources into an overall technological update for Mass Save has potential to:
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®

Increase participation rates and energy savings by
engaging and on-boarding customers more
efficiently, using a variety of entry points, mitigating
attrition points, and keeping customers engaged
over time

Functions of an Ideal Customer
Engagement Platform
•

Simple, easy to use, and
accessible via multiple channels
(e.g., online, telephony, and/or
vendor partners)
Provides solutions that are
credible and timely, addressing
the customer’s transactional
need
Powered by data-driven
analysis, computing, and full
integration of customer data

®

Empower customers to take greater control by
creating their own path to energy efficiency using
the program as a guide

®

Reduce administrative costs to the program and
burden on the contractors and customers, while
improving program operations like project pipeline
tracking, QA/QC, and EM&V data collection

®

Reduce project cycle times by speeding up data
transfer, improving data quality, and enabling more
automated authorization processes

®

Generate new marketing and outreach
opportunities using customer profile data to target messaging, and utilize new communication
channels

®

Increase participation rates and energy savings by simplifying the process of completing an
improvement project

•

•

To take full advantage of this opportunity will require investments in the underlying infrastructure supporting the
program as well as shifts in program operations and management. The PAs have embarked upon the
infrastructure retooling, both collectively for the Mass Save platform, as well as within individual PA
organizations.
National Grid and Eversource are already making separate investments in modernizing their technology
platforms and software to support enhanced field-based data capture and workflow tracking systems. These
systems will help streamline customer intake processes and enable better access to near real-time project and
pipeline tracking for contractors and program managers. It is more difficult for the smaller PAs to make similar
investments in their own data platforms. Ideally, the investments made by the two largest PAs will be
leveraged to support the creation of a common Mass Save user interface capable of receiving and transferring
data to and from other platforms. Such an interface would allow for customers, contractors, and potentially any
user category to input and access their own information using a single portal regardless of which PA territory
they live or work in. Given the challenges of cost, data security, and differing PA management structures, a
first step could be aligning the customer interface and data connectivity within each PA’s purview. This would
put the PAs on a path to a common user experience. See suggested implementation strategies below.
While some of the details are still in development, going forward there remains opportunity to further to
enhance customer experience with streamlined processes and multiple on ramps with targeted messaging and
solutions. Leveraging earlier program investment, the PAs have the building blocks for enhanced customer
acquisition, engagement and technology platform modernization. Recommendations to advance and transform
these investments are below:
®

Continue pursuit of end to end customer centric, data driven engagement strategies.
The PAs’ Mass Save online assessment vendor, EnergySavvy, merged with other leading
energy IT solution platforms to form Uplight. The functionalities offered by Uplight include a
unified solution for utilities to manage DSM programs, conduct customer engagement with
personalization and data system integration to breakdown program silos. The PAs
collectively and individually should consider vendors that supply integrated data solutions.
These functions support data driven customer intake and funneling to targeted solutions. If
applied properly, a unified system could support lead generation for contractors, EM&V and
other program analytics.
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®

Elevate respective online marketplace platforms to support trusted advisor role. With
the growth of the click-and-buy, internet shopping customer, online marketplaces are a
powerful platform to build brand value. The PAs, both individually and collectively (under
masssave.com), seek to establish and grow their role as a trusted advisor for provision of
information on the benefits and value of various energy saving technologies and services.
Online marketplaces typically point customers to smaller products like LED lighting, smart
thermostats, water heaters, dehumidifiers, and room air conditioners. However, some
platforms enable direct linkage to traditional vendors for other products like heating and
cooling equipment and electric vehicles.
Currently the PAs utilize IT vendor services from EFI for the Mass Save Storefront and to
fulfill rebate processing. All the PAs, except Cape Light Compact, utilize EnergyHub for their
Connected Solutions offering – which offers purchase of smart thermostats and connection
to the PA’s ADR program. Additional online marketplace vendors are emerging, including
Uplight, built from SimpleEnergy for personal engagement and multiple channel connection,
and Enervee Score, which uses a score to rank products on energy performance with
updated daily rankings to influence purchasing decisions. In 2020, as the PAs transition into
implementing decisions on IT services and platforms, there should be continued emphasis
on coalescing the multiple online marketplace venues for consistency, removal of
redundancies, and leveraging of third-party facilitation to connect purchases directly with
major online retailers, traditional retailers, and even contractors. See suggested
implementation strategies below.

®

Expand efforts to mine data collected for improved customer engagement. With the
multitude of data on customer behavior from the online assessments, in-home
assessments, rebate redemption, and electric/gas usage, the PAs have the opportunity to
develop a customer data integration strategy for enhanced customer engagement.
Customer data integration (CDI) can empower the PAs’ program delivery by providing a
comprehensive single view of the customer, allowing insights into their digital footprint for
personalization of messaging, services, and solutions.
The PAs are working on IT programming tasks related to incorporating the Home Energy
Score into the HEA report; they are also working on details of customer communications
and reporting – looking to examples and lessons learned from other scorecard programs in
other states. The proposed MA scorecard in Mass Save will use PA recommendations and
will show total annual energy use (site MMBTus and GHG) as well as the Home Energy
Score 1-10 score.
The addition of the Home Energy Score to the HEA report affords a longer-term
engagement strategy to drive deeper energy savings overtime. It also creates an
opportunity to engage other market actors during various homeowner transaction points –
such as the home sale or remodel. The PAs should harvest HEA and Home Energy Score
reports for continued marketing and delivery of additional efficiency measures overtime.

®

Employ strategies to facilitate data integration: (1) enact data and protocol
standardization; and (2) utilize Application Program Interface (API) software
intermediaries.
Below is a snapshot selection of IT platforms utilized by some or all of the PAs and services
the respective vendors offer. Each application is a resource of customer data that could be
connected to another for reduced redundancies, streamlined workflows, improved analytics,
and a seamless delivery environment.
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Table 11. Selection of PA IT Platforms

Uplight

Behavior
Change
Platform

Demand
Response
Delivery

a

a
a

EnergyHub

Online
Marketplace

a
a
a

EFI
Opower/ Oracle

a

Energy Profiles
for Facilitated
Services

a
a
a

a

Data standards provide a common dictionary of terms, definitions and field formats to
support data exchange. They enable reusability of data elements and their metadata that
can reduce redundancy between systems, thereby improving reliability and often reducing
cost. Furthermore, data standards ensure consistency in code set use by providing for the
maintenance and management of permissible code sets. Examples of building data
standards include the Building Energy Data Exchange Specification (BEDES) or Home
Performance eXtensible Markup Language (HPXML)
As depicted in Figure 5, the value of API intermediaries is enabling siloed programs to
exchange data, leverage common software functions, and streamline workflows. API hubs
create a bridge of programmed routines, protocols, and functions for software, content
management systems, and other applications to interact - exchanging and processing data.
Examples of API hubs are Apigee, Mulesoft, and SmartBear.
Figure 5. The Value of API Intermediaries
Home
Energy
Reports

ADR

Homeowner

RCD

Online
Market
-place

Data exchange

Data exchange

Retail

• Data Analytics
• Reporting/Dashboards
• Program Operations &
Maintenance

API hubs supporting data exchange
between databases and programs
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3 A iii. Possible Metrics to Assess Success
Table 12. Goals and Metrics for Assessing Customer Acquisition and Enhancement Success
GOAL

EXAMPLE METRIC

Develop a simple, easy to use IT system
that provides greater consistency and
seamlessly supports customer acquisition
and engagement

Number of customers who interact with Mass Save
either online or via phone who take the next step with
an HEA, or energy savings kit, or rebated product
purchase/submission, or ADR engagement

Provide an integrated data-driven
customer platform that provides effective
energy education, invites participation,
and accelerates weatherization and
heating/cooling conversions

Per customer profile, increase in number of touchpoints
of their participation in Mass Save residential programs
(e.g., received a kit, HEA, rebated product, ADR, etc.)

3 B. CHANNEL PARTNER STRATEGIES
The homeownership lifecycle offers multiple transactional moments to engage the various market actors and
influencers – such as real estate professionals, home improvement contractors, home services vendors, and
retailers – in the delivery of energy efficiency solutions. With the current three-year plan, the PAs committed to
leverage, facilitate, and maximize relationships and interactions to support pathways to capture more
customers and achieve greater savings. As highlighted in Table 13, the PAs’ efforts have largely focused on
engaging more trade allies, specifically in the HVAC industry, testing instant rebates with major retailers, and in
the home renovations market.
Table 13. HVAC Trade Ally Engagement
Energy Efficiency Supply Chain Actors and
Influencers
HVAC Manufacturer
Smart Thermostat Manufacturer

PA Target in 2019-2021 Plan – for HVAC equipment
Yes
No

a
a
a

Online Retailers (e.g., Amazon, etc.)
DIY/Big Box (e.g., Lowe’s, etc.)
Distributors
HVAC Contractors
Remodelers/Builders
Plumbers

a
a
a
a
a

However, to meet aggressive energy savings goals, the PAs will need to more fully leverage traditional HVAC
supply chain actors and increase engagement with other related channels to reach customers along all service
pathways. This is especially important since most equipment replacements are on failure. Enabling more on
ramps for customers during any home improvement transaction will expand the potential for homeowner
investment in energy saving technologies and services.
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3 B i. Relevant PA Commitments and Work to Date
The PAs’ Retail Initiative focuses on providing “a broader integrated marketplace where energy efficient
products are positioned as attractive, primary choices for customers making purchasing decisions, whether
online, in-store, or through independent contractors.” Key elements of the residential approach set forth in the
2019-2021 Plan and their current status are indicated in the following table:
Table 14. Status of PA Commitments Regarding the Retail Approach
Program Element
Enhanced relationships with trade allies
(HVAC, electrical, and insulation
contractors) to capture customers at all
entry points and help them to secure
ancillary services

Known Current Status
Transitioned to working with a single vendor to design
and deliver heating and cooling program resources
across all fuel types
Working with distributors on delivery of training and
stocking for ASHPs with integrated controls
Continued work on building relationships with ASHP
manufacturers to support achievement of common
goals

Broadened partnerships with distributors
and contractors

Hosted trade ally events, including the Annual Heating
and Cooling Conference, to explain strategy on
incentive levels and provide technical training on
product design/installation

Point-of-purchase instant-rebate platform

Launched instant rebates with Lowe’s and The Home
Depot for air purifiers, dehumidifiers, room A/C, and
WIFI thermostats.

3 B ii. Opportunities and Recommendations for 2020 and Beyond
Since the beginning of the Plan Term, the Consultant Team and the PAs have discussed opportunities to
pursue contractor-centric, business-friendly approaches to engaging the heating and cooling industry. During
these discussions, the PAs have cited implementation barriers of a large, fragmented heating and cooling
industry that poses communication challenges. There are also concerns regarding legal risk and exposure in
pursuing more involved partnerships with contractors to install high efficiency heating and cooling equipment.
And while higher incentives for heat pumps and a consolidated approach with a single vendor is a promising
indicator for greater industry investment in participation, more strategic market driven interventions to engage
actors across the supply chain are needed to induce scalable approaches. There needs to be a multi-prong
strategy of going midstream/upstream in the supply chain, coupled with calls for innovative business models to
activate the market to achieve deeper energy savings.
Working with manufacturers and distributors of heating and cooling equipment on stocking inventory, comarketing and training is a cost-effective method to influence the delivery of high efficiency equipment and
services, which the PAs have already begun. During the 2016-2018 Plan cycle, the PAs effectively tested
going midstream with distributors of electronically communicated motor (ECM) pumps for large residential
applications to increase stocking patterns. Table 15, below, shows market actors’ value propositions for going
midstream/upstream with program incentives and interventions.
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Table 15. Market Actors’ Value Propositions for Going Midstream/Upstream
What is the Value Proposition for applying product incentives midstream or upstream?
Customer
 Zero to faster rebate processing time
 Lower first cost
 High performance heating/cooling systems
Contractor/installer
 Faster sales process with integrated rebate to lower first cost
 Complementary sales/marketing tool to convert projects
 Brand awareness
Distributor or Retailer
 Increased profits and market share from sales of higher
efficiency equipment
 Brand awareness
Manufacturer
 Opportunity to push innovative emerging technologies
 Market share, brand awareness
Program Administrator/Utility
 Reduce rebate breakage from lost or un-completed rebate
forms
 Market expansion, reaching more customers with program
solutions
The trade-offs and challenges to balance in pursuing a mid/upstream strategy are reduced customer
connection, enforcing program eligibility requriements, and a lowering of incentive levels to account for higher
volumes and any potential free-ridership. These challenges, however, can be methodically addressed with
best practice tactics, as outlined below.
The PAs plan to further examine this concept during the current 3-year plan with expansion “to other measures
and align[ment] with Commercial and Industrial midstream efforts in order to increase supply house
participation.” Per the 2019-2021 plan and 3rd Quarter Report, the PAs’ C&I midstream/upstream efforts focus
on increased stocking of high efficient lighting, HVAC and water heating. Incentives are offered for promotional
activities and increased/best sales volume. On the residential side, the PAs’ mid/upstream efforts have
focused on stocking and training for integrated controls for ASHPs. In 2020, the Consultants recommend the
following:
®

®

Identify lessons learned and elements to replicate from the C&I sector upstream
efforts and apply to the residential market. With the transition to one HVAC
implementation vendor this may be effectively conducted. A key first step is determining
which equipment types are best suited for a mid or upstream delivery model and how to
mitigate free ridership. Many utilities across the country have had success with
mid/upstream heat pump water heater initiatives – this would be a good place to start;
heating and cooling equipment, particularly heat pumps are another ripe opportunity. Best
practices for mid/upstream tactics are:
§ Build off existing infrastructure of service providers where possible
§

Engage businesses and service providers across the supply chain in ways that address
their value proposition, combining direct delivery of services with business to business
relationships

§

Utilize digital platforms to qualify sales and guarantee reimbursement

§

Conduct co-promotional consumer advertising and bring leads to retailers and
contractors

The PAs should cultivate new and innovative business models. We are now in the age
of the Internet of Things (IoT) and smart home, where sensors, controls, and WiFi enabled
equipment are revolutionizing the way homeowners live. Additionally there is a growing
emergence and transformation of traditional product sales to the sale of products as a
service – for example Uber or Lyft. As the smart home and sharing economy grow, the PAs
should consider how to tap into these emerging new business models to reach customers
with energy saving technologies – particularly for the heating and cooling systems. As a first
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step, the PAs should conduct trials or set up a specific innovation fund to explore
development of new business models. In New York, for example, the Novel Business
Models and Offerings initiative managed by NYSERDA provides $8 million in funding to
businesses to facilitate the scaling of demonstrated business models in all types of clean
energy markets. This fund is supporting demonstrations for Comfort as a Service concepts
among select transformative companies in the state. See profile box examples.
Contractor Profile: Snug Planet https://snugplanet.com/
Service offered: NYSERDA is co-funding Snug Planet, a regional residential energy efficiency
contractor, to develop and pilot data, tools and systems that enable it to measure energy savings
and offer a Measured Performance Guarantee to certain single family residential clients.
NYSERDA’s funding will be used for data analysis, marketing materials, training of installers and
customer service representatives, monitoring systems, data collection and customer engagement
Contractor Profile: Halco https://www.halcoenergy.com
Service offered: NYSERDA is co-funding Halco to target service-related replacements of HVAC
and water heating equipment with a “Clean Energy at Service” model. The Halco service truck
relies on the company’s trained technicians, equipped with advanced software and vehicles prestocked with clean energy equipment, promote clean energy alternatives during service calls
when existing customer equipment requires replacement. NYSERDA will document the reults for
scaling the service offering to additional service trucks.

3 B iii. Possible Metrics to Assess Success
Table 16. Goals and Metrics for Assessing Channel Partner Strategy Success
GOAL

Engage more heating and cooling
distributors in delivery of technical training
and rebated high efficiency equipment

EXAMPLE METRIC

Number of contractors trained via co-sponsored
distributor
Number of different rebates and energy savings from
mid-/upstream measures

Foster innovative new business models

Number of strategies tested and scaled statewide that
engage new organizational types for promoting or
delivering the program

3 C. INCREASING WEATHERIZATION AND HEATING/COOLING CONVERSIONS
Increasing baselines, evolving customer expectations and increased access to and abillity to utilize data are
some of the market trends driving the need for additional pathways to reach customers with weatherization and
heating and cooling solutions. Furthermore, with declining savings from lighting measures and increased
urgency regarding addressing the climate crisis, each transaction needs to be maximized. This section reviews
the PAs’ progress in driving increased conversions for weatherization and heating and cooling measures and
provides recommendations to make further progress in increasing them.
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3 C i. Relevant PA Commitments and Work to Date
As 2019 comes to a close, the PAs are making progress in re-aligning their residential program, including:
®

Beginning to map the customer journey for facilitated services, seeking to streamline and
remove barriers

®

Redefining subsectors with the intent to refine program offerings and outreach methods to
reach customers with resources informed by building attributes and their implementation
considerations

Key elements of the residential approach set forth in the 2019-2021 Plan and their current status are indicated
in the following table:
Table 17. Status of PA Commitments Regarding Weatherization and Heating/Cooling Conversions
Program Element

Known Current Status

Leveraging the in-home assessment to
provide deeper customer education

Developing Energy Specialist training and decision
matrix for guidance on HVAC equipment and
information on solar

Expedited pathway to resolve knob and tube
and combustion safety issues

Positive results from Eversource trials for facilitated
services to address pre-weatherization barriers; PAs
are discussing contracting strategy to take it statewide

Increased financing for pre-weatherization
barrier resolution

Eversource tested offering direct assistance to
customers to address electrical and combustion safety
barriers identified during HEA; PAs examining going
statewide with approach

3 C ii. Opportunities and Recommendations for 2020 and Beyond
The primary pathways for weatherization and HVAC are the RCD home energy assessment (HEA) and HVAC
contractor engagement via the Retail Initiative. Due to declining energy savings from lighting measures, it is
ever more important to get even more out of each HEA visit and customer touchpoint. The PAs note “less
lighting opportunities may leave more time in the HEA for other measures and services.” Towards this end, the
PAs have embarked upon several tactics to maximize each opportunity. While these are positive steps
forward, opportunity remains for futher expansion of pathways to increase conversions. Our recommendations
for doing so are as follows:
®

Conduct trials for standardized weatherization packages that are pre-modeled to
achieve energy savings of 20% to 40%. This approach is being piloted by NYSERDA to
support lower customer acquisition costs, mobilization of a fragmented contractor market,
and ultimately achieve energy savings and non-energy benefits. The NYSERDA pilot
consists of standardized packages: good (seal and insulate attic and rim joist); better (seal
and insulate attic and rim joist, plus walls); and best (seal and insulate attic and rim joist,
insulate walls, plus windows). Savings will be documented with pre and post blower door
tests with a CFM50 target. They conducted over 190,000 prototype models runs for each
package across four levels of air infiltration for 3 common building types, 3 code vintages
and 2 weather stations, estimating energy savings and load reduction values. The NY pilot
is also utilizing marketing segmentation with Faraday research to target most likely
customers.
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®

Actively promote a Retail HVAC duct sealing program offering that addresses all
ducted heating and cooling equipment. Duct sealing as an efficiency program service is
currently offered through the RCD and Income Eligible Coordinated Delivery initiatives.
While technically offered as a standalone service through the electric Retail HVAC program,
there is virtually no uptake. Actively promoting duct sealing in the retail channel would
facilitate more comprehensive treatment of heating and cooling systems. As a first step, the
PAs should leverage the previous CoolSmart duct sealing effort, adding contractor training,
incentives for the purchase of duct leakage measurement equipment (e.g., duct blaster),
and incentives to reward contractors on a per CFM reduction of duct leakage.
Based on the KPI Q3 data 3,114 duct sealing projects were completed in the first six
months of 2019. In comparison, the PAs are projecting to install 12,078 ducted heating and
cooling systems in 2019, over two-thirds through Retail HVAC.
US DOE research indicates energy performance benefits of duct sealing and insulation are
estimated to be up to 41% increased seasonal system efficiency. In Massachusetts, there
are an estimated 900,000 1-4 family homes with ducted heating and/or cooling systems.
While many of these homes have low duct sealing opportunities due to duct location,
system flow issues (“low flow”), duct accessibility and other limiting factors, duct sealing and
insulation remains a significant opportunity. An expanded duct sealing offering that includes
a Retail component would increase the pool of potential program participants and the total
number of completed duct sealing projects.

®

Bundle duct sealing with efficient equipment and smart thermostat incentives to yield
significantly greater savings than through the installation of just efficiency equipment. For a
new gas furnace install, adding duct sealing and a Wifi thermostat would increase annual
net savings by 70%:
Table 18. Savings from Bundling Duct Sealing, New Gas Furnace and Wifi Thermostat
Annual Net MMBtu Savings
97% AFUE Furnace
Duct Sealing
WiFi Thermostat
Total Savings

®

9.48
3.50
3.11
16.09

Consider offering higher incentives for advanced duct sealing approaches such as
Aeroseal, which is an MTAC referred Mass Save eligible measure. Duct leakage savings
are considerably greater with Aeroseal and certain systems that could not be easily
addressed with traditional duct sealing techniques due to location or accessibility can be
sealed with Aeroseal. Several Home Energy Solutions contractors in CT provide Aeroseal
duct sealing. While these contractors are not offered a higher per cfm incentive by the CT
PAs, their total incentive per home is higher than it would be if using conventional duct
sealing practices. Alternatively, the PAs could run an Aeroseal demonstration project to
quantify both the higher savings and the higher costs associated with Aeroseal. The PAs
should apply lessons learned in use of Aeroseal in RI under a National Grid pilot.
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3 C iii. Possible Metrics to Assess Success
Table 19. Goals and Metrics for Assessing Weatherization and Heating/Cooling Conversion
Success
GOAL

Increase conversions for weatherization
and heating and cooling measures

EXAMPLE METRIC

Recommendation to installation conversion rate for air
sealing*, insulation*, duct sealing*, duct insulation*, and
heating/cooling systems from residential HEAs

Section 4. Underserved Customers
In its October 2018 resolution, the EEAC identified increasing participation by and savings from hard to reach
and underserved populations as its highest priority. It specifically identified three residential customer groups
for focused attention: renters, moderate income customers, and English as a second language speakers,
which we refer to as limited English proficiency (LEP) customers in this document. Increasing participation by
renters and moderate income customers was also a priority in the 2016-2018 term. This priority is bolstered by
language in the Term Sheet for the 2019-2021 Plan, which includes a commitment by the PAs to enhanced
and community outreach efforts targeting increased participation and savings from renters, moderate income
customers, and non-English speaking customers as well as EM&V research efforts for these customer groups.
During the 2019-2021 planning process, there was some debate regarding whether the term “underserved”
properly applies to the groups that the EEAC eventually came to focus on. The PAs have not historically nor
systematically tracked participation by these groups. Nationally, there have been a number of recent studies
pointing to historical underservice to these groups.6 Within Massachusetts, there has been some relevant
study of participation issues in the Residential Customer Profile Study, first conducted for 2013 data and now
available through 2017, but definitive conclusions regarding underserved population groups have been hard to
reach. The Term Sheet sought to address the need for analysis with this provision:
The Program Administrators will conduct tailored evaluations in 2019 that address participation
levels and potential unaddressed barriers for (a) businesses (small, medium and large) and (b)
residential customers by income levels and by non-English speaking populations (utilizing proxy
methods that do not rely on specific income or demographic information from Mass Save®
participants). The Program Administrators will leverage the existing EM&V framework, and present
full results of the studies to the EEAC.
These tailored evaluations are almost complete. In draft final form they indicate that the populations identified
by the Term Sheet participate at lower levels than other populations. The final reports—which provide much
more detailed and nuanced findings—should be complete shortly, and a summary of their results will be
provided to the EEAC at a meeting in early 2020. One finding that deserves strong additional consideration
and assessment is that increasing participation among one of the term sheet-related populations is likely to
also increase participation among the other term sheet-related populations (e.g., program designs that
increase the participation of renters also are likely to increase participation of limited-English speakers). This
has important implications for future iterations of the programs designed to serve these customer groups.
Additionally, the public now has access biannually to zip code level reporting on residential participation by
income, reported on the EEAC’s website. In combination, these data provide a wealth of information to support
assessment of underserved populations within the Mass Save residential and income eligible programs.

6

Frank, M., and S. Nowak, “Who’s Participating and Who’s Not? The Unintended Consequences of Untargeted Programs,” Proceedings
of the 2018 ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings. Reames, T. G., Reiner, M. A., & Stacey, M. B. (2018). An
incandescent truth: Disparities in energy-efficient lighting availability and prices in an urban US county. Applied energy, 218, 95-103.
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4 A. RENTERS
Providing energy efficiency program services and capturing energy savings from renters are widely recognized
as challenging efforts in the energy efficiency program realm. There are many reasons for this, with perhaps
the foremost being the split incentive between the resident and the rental property owner. Shorter tenancies of
many renters, compared to homeowners, is another key factor. In the 2019-2021 term, the PAs are pursuing a
variation of targeted renter efforts they began in the 2016-2018 term.
4 A i. Summary of Relevant PA Commitments and Work to Date
The PAs’ approach to serving market rate renters in 2019-2021 builds on lessons learned from their dedicated
renter initiative in the 2016-2018 term. The 2016-2018 renter initiative resulted in 1,834 renter visits (a form of
Home Energy Assessment tailored specifically to renters), 11,542 full Home Energy Assessments for rental
property owners, and 1,185 whole building incentives (90% insulation incentive if all units in a building treated)
processed for rental property owners between March 2016 and September 2018. According to U.S. Census
Bureau data for the 2013-2017 period, more than 37 percent of households in Massachusetts—amounting to
almost 975,000 households--were renter occupied.
Key elements of the renter approach set forth in the 2019-2021 Plan and their current status are indicated in
the following table:
Table 20. Status of PA Commitments Regarding Renters
Program Element

Known Current Status

90% incentives for insulation rental property
owners of all low-rise buildings (three stories
or less) who are willing to complete all
recommended insulation and air sealing; 100%
incentives for insulation for rental property
owners who have 50% or more moderate
income tenants

Incentives in market

Tailored energy savings packages7 for renters
(and other customers) who do not wish to have
a traditional in-home assessment, or who live
in a home that does not have major measure
opportunities

Energy savings packages available to renters

A new Residential Coordinated Delivery (RCD)
initiative that creates greater flexibility for PAs
to provide a more customized path for larger or
more complex multi-unit buildings

PAs report to Consultants that changes to support
full rollout are actively being developed and
expected to be complete in Q1 2020

4 A ii. Opportunities and Recommendations for 2020 and Beyond
There are no magical solutions for this challenging area. While it is unclear to us whether the 2019-2021
approach to serving renters represents a significant enough change from past efforts to yield improved renter
participation results, the PAs’ efforts seem to be reasonable responses to the input we have provided in recent
years. While we have no specific recommendations to offer for this segment at this time, in 2020 we will be
closely monitoring the following indicators and developments:

7

Through a web portal, a customer can select the measures they will install, an instant incentive will be applied, and the tailored package
of measures will be sent directly to the customer. The majority of these products will mirror the instant-savings products that would be
installed through an in-home energy assessment and provided at no cost to the customer (e.g., LED light bulbs, faucet aerators, etc.).
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®

®

®

Renter participation numbers. The PAs have committed to reporting renter participation
once per year. The 2019-2021 Plan originally included a performance incentive metric for
renter participation, but it was rejected by the DPU, which instead required reporting of
renter participation. Councilors should note that the information reported by the PAs
on renter participation will be significantly less than what was reported in the 20162018 term: 1) the PAs are no longer reporting participation, savings and costs for dedicated
initiatives for Residential Multifamily Retrofit and Low Income Multifamily Initiatives and 2)
the PAs are no longer reporting detailed KPIs8 for the renter initiative9 that the Consultants
and PAs had jointly developed and that the PAs reported on every six months.
Uptake on energy savings packages by renters. At this time, the only means the
Consultants have for accessing this information will be through requesting it from the PAs.
The detailed measure reporting the PAs provide under quarterly KPI#2 does not include
measure designations for energy savings packages, much less for those provided
specifically to renters.10 We also have concern about the in service rate for measures in the
energy savings packages, which will be mailed in a box to customers’ homes. Currently, the
PAs assume the same in-service rate for the package measures as they do for those
installed through the retail initiative, which similarly requires customers be responsible for
the installation of measures such as bulbs and thermostats. At least one other jurisdiction—
Illinois—applies different lifetime in service rates for retail, direct install, and direct mail kit.11
This likely warrants further examination in an EM&V study.
Evolution of services to renters and multi-family building owners and operators
under the new RCD Initiative. Our team has dedicated a fair amount of time and virtual ink
to identifying opportunities to improve the multifamily program, and the evolution of
approach to this segment that the PAs have set forth in the Plan and shared with us orally
seems to be heading in the right direction. Assessing success of the new program design
will be especially challenging. The new program design for RCD is such that an apples-toapples comparison with comparable services and segments in the 2016-2018 term is
difficult. Given that 2019 is a transition year, we would like the PAs’ input on whether 2019
performance data serve as a reasonable baseline for EM&V or other assessment efforts.

4 A iii. Possible Metrics to Assess Success
Table 21. Goals and Metrics for Assessing Success in Serving Renters
GOAL

Increase renter participation

EXAMPLE METRIC

Number of renter participants in Residential and Income
Eligible Coordinated Delivery initiatives*
Number of energy savings packages provided to
renters*

Increase rental property owner
participation in order to benefit renters

Number of 90% weatherization incentives provided to
rental property owners along with number of projects
and units affected

8

Reported data included number of renter visits, number of full Home Energy Assessments (HEA) provided to landlords, number of whole
building incentives, percent of renter visits that convert to a full HEA with landlord, percent of full HEAs with landlord that result in
weatherization jobs, average number of instant savings measures installed per rental visit, rental visit and whole building incentives by
building type (# of units), rental visit by heating type, number of enhanced renter rebates processed, number of rental units getting
weatherization by heating type, average measures other than whole building incentives provided to landlords per full landlord HEA
9
The dedicated renter initiative for the 2016-2018 was discontinued in part due to the finding that specific renter visits were not particularly
effective and become less relevant as lighting opportunities decrease.
10
Energy savings packages are also available to homeowners.
11
The in service rates in Illinois are 98 percent, 96.9 percent, and 93 percent respectively: https://s3.amazonaws.com/ilsag/ILTRM_Effective_010119_v7.0_Vol_3_Res_092818_Final.pdf, p. 270. The in service rate used in Massachusetts is 91-92%.
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4 B. MODERATE INCOME CUSTOMERS
For purposes of the Mass Save program, moderate income customers are those with household income that is
above 60 percent and less than or equal to 80 percent of state median income.12 The PAs had a dedicated
moderate income initiative13 in the 2016-2018 term, but it seems fair to say that the results were disappointing:
in the March 2016-September 2018 period during which the PAs reported results for the moderate income
initiative, there were 1,050 approved moderate income applicants,14 which resulted in 653 weatherization jobs
statewide. According to the 2018 Moderate Income Market Characterization Survey, there are almost 300,000
moderate income residents in Massachusetts.
4 B i. Relevant PA Commitment(s) and Work to Date
The PAs’ approach to moderate income customers in the 2019-2021 term continues to emphasize
weatherization but differs in other regards. The following table notes the key elements of the 2019-2021
moderate income approach according to the Plan and known status:
Table 22. Status of PA Commitments Regarding Moderate Income Customers
Program Element
No cost weatherization

Known Current Status
Incentive in market

Simplified communications and
seamless, uncomplicated pathways to
mitigate structural barriers

Unknown—many different enhancements with
various statuses

As we understand it from the text of the 2019-2021 Plan and from subsequent discussions with the PAs, their
strategy for serving moderate income customers is to make it easier for them to participate as a result of
changes that are generally applicable to all Residential Sector customers through the new RCD initiative.
Examples of these changes include an increase in the amount of financing through the HEAT Loan for
addressing pre-weatherization barriers, online HEAT Loan qualification, and provision of facilitated services for
addressing those barriers.
In addition, the PAs conducted a demonstration with LEAN in 2018 to test an alternative delivery model for
moderate income customers. In its presentation to the EEAC on the demonstration in June 2019, LEAN
reported that it was challenging to find eligible customers that had not already been served and that
participants in the trial with identified heating system and appliance replacement opportunities were hesitant to
take on debt or may have struggled to access financing.
Per moderate income participation data reported by the PAs pursuant to the 2019-2021 Term sheet, there
were 211 electric and 198 gas income-verified moderate income applicants and 224 electric and 149 gas
resulting weatherization jobs in the first half of 2019. The PAs are also providing zip code level participation
data by income group—including moderate income—for the first time in this plan term pursuant to the Term
Sheet. That will prove a useful source of information over time for identifying and targeting communities with
lower participation.
4 B ii. Opportunities and Recommendations for 2020 and Beyond
A successful approach to moderate income customers—like that for renters—is not an obvious or easy one.
The PAs are to be commended for tackling this challenging customer segment in a focused fashion. At the
same time, results of efforts to date are not where they need to be, and we have some skepticism that the
12

It is worth noting that households at this level are considered low-income by federal definitions, which use below 80 percent of state
median income as low income and define moderate income as those in the 80-120% range.
13
The initiative offered enhanced weatherization, refrigerator, and clothes washer incentives to income qualified customers.
14
While additional customers in this income range likely participated without submitting to income verification. there is no way of
quantifying them.
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incremental changes to the program within the RCD initiative will be adequate to significantly change the rate
of participation of moderate income customers. We recommend four areas of focus that we believe are most
important for advancing the PAs’ efforts to increase participation by moderate income customers in 2020:
®

Revise the income verification process. Since 2016, the PAs have taken numerous
steps to decrease the burden of the income verification requirement, including reducing
the amount of information required from applicants and providing an online portal for
verification.
Figure 6. PA Online Portal

There are many nuanced issues surrounding income verification. On the one hand, there
is an interest in ensuring customers who should actually be receiving no-cost services
through the Income Eligible Program are properly identified and referred. On the other,
prospective participants with concerns about residency and citizenship may not be willing
to submit to an income verification process. We believe the process in its current form
presents a barrier to participation by moderate income customers and should be
reassessed and/or further streamlined.
The PAs’ first pilot effort for moderate income customers—Efficient Neighborhoods+-qualified customers using income determined at the Census block group level. The
recently completed non-participation study confirms that this is a reasonable proxy for the
income of program participants and as a result this method warrants a reassessment. We
also understand the PAs are actively assessing the income verification model used by
the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center, which accesses tax records in lieu of asking
customers to provide documentation. There are other models to consider as well,
including ones used in Maine—in which property value is used as a proxy for income15-and in Texas, which uses self certification of income.16 We fully support the exploration of
alternative models for this and would like to see further revisions to this process
implemented in 2020.
®

Provide enhanced incentives for heating equipment. According to 2009 data from the
Energy Information Administration, the average household in Massachusetts spends
approximately $2,500 per year on energy, with 59% of energy use coming from space
heating.17 The no-cost weatherization the PAs are providing to verified moderate income
customers is a great offer, but does not fully address the opportunity to support moderate
income customers. While Mass Save currently offers extremely generous heating
equipment incentives to its residential customers, there is still a large gap between the
installed cost of a new efficient heating system and the incentives offered by the PAs. In

15

Efficiency Maine Trust utilized property values, which can be publicly sourced and verified, to assess eligibility for a low-income
program, providing eligibility if a residence was either (a) a mobile or manufactured home, or (b) valued at less than
$80,000. https://www.efficiencymaine.com/docs/LIHESP-Claim-Form.pdf
16
The Texas Public Utilities Commission allows self-certification of income for the purpose of receiving energy efficiency services.
https://www.puc.texas.gov/industry/electric/forms/ee/SelfCert_form.pdf
17
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/reports/2009/state_briefs/pdf/ma.pdf
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discussions on this topic between the Consultants and the PAs, the PAs have expressed
a strong reluctance to exceed the Total Resource Cost (TRC) of any given heating
measure. Even honoring this desire, the Consultants have determined that there is room
to increase heating equipment incentives to moderate income customers, in some
instances by a large amount. The table below provides a small sample of our
calculations:
Table 23. Ability to Increase Heating Equipment Incentives for Moderate Income Customers

In discussions on this topic, the PAs raise the valid question of whether even these
additional incentives are enough to make a difference for this income constrained
customer group. The TRC is intended to capture the incremental cost of efficiency. At a
high level, this means the TRC captures the difference in cost between a standard
efficiency and high efficiency piece of heating equipment. Thus, these TRCs are always
lower than the full installed cost of high efficiency equipment. And LEAN has indicated
that it doesn’t think it is appropriate for customers in this income group to be asked to
bear additional debt, which is a proper question for further consideration. Nonetheless,
we believe this is an area that merits further assessment and that the assessment should
also consider whether the enhanced incentives should be limited to electric heating
equipment.
We understand from the PAs that they are actively examining methods to test this
approach. We support those efforts and expect a report in 2020 on any tests and their
findings. In addition, we believe further assessment of possible upstream approaches for
replace on failure scenarios could benefit this customer group.
®

Provide alternative financing options. During development of the 2016-2018 Plan, the
PAs reported that 87% of HEAT Loan applications were approved. With almost 10,000
loans in 2017, a non-approval rate of 13% means approximately 1,300 customers ready
to proceed with energy efficiency improvements were denied financing likely because
they did not meet participating lenders’ criteria due to income, existing debt, and/or low
credit scores. National Grid has taken the step of providing an alternative path for
customers who don’t meet traditional lending criteria by partnering with the Capital Good
Fund, a U.S. Treasury certified Community Development Financial Institution that
specializes in loans to customers with difficulty obtaining credit from traditional lenders.
National Grid spends considerably more to buy down the interest rates for this product
than it does for the HEAT Loan. To date, other PAs have not contracted with Capital
Good Fund, but have expressed an interest in revisiting this question.
In addition to this specific solution, there are other steps the PAs should take to assist
moderate income customers with financing solutions, including:
§
§
§

Conducting a needs assessment
Further simplifying the application process and automating wherever possible
Examining loan activity by geography/demography and using findings to
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§
®

assess whether a) Home Energy Specialists and HPCs are effectively
promoting HEAT Loans to all customers and b) there are banks offering HEAT
Loans in all areas
Developing additional financing strategies such as loan loss reserves, revised
lending criteria by banks, other

Truly streamline the residential customer’s experience. While we believe the PAs are
generally on the right track in thinking that making it easier for customers to participate in
the Mass Save program overall will increase participation for underserved groups like
moderate income customers, we think the work they are doing on this front is too
incremental. What we believe is required is a fundamental examination and
reassessment of how to provide a streamlined experience of the full Mass Save customer
journey. In our minds this does not require wiping the slate clean of all existing efforts,
but what it does require is a look that is not limited from the get-go by ties to existing
investments. The EM&V effort to map the customer journey for the new RCD initiative
that is currently in progress could be well suited to commencing a process of this nature,
which would be especially valuable for 2022-2024 planning.

4 B iii. Possible Metrics to Assess Success
Table 24. Goals and Metrics for Assessing Success in Serving Moderate Income Customers
GOAL

EXAMPLE METRIC

Increase moderate income participation

Number of approved moderate income applicants*

Increase depth of savings for moderate
income customers

Number of weatherization jobs for moderate income
customers*
Number of heating equipment installations for moderate
income customers

4 C. LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY CUSTOMERS18
The EEAC received numerous comments during the stakeholder input process for the 2019-2021 Plan that
language poses a barrier to accessing the Mass Save program offers. Prior PA outputs including program
collateral in multiple languages and access to the masssave.com website in Spanish and Portuguese were
certainly steps in the right direction, but still did not represent a comprehensive approach to serving this
customer group, which amounts to approximately 900,000 Massachusetts residents according to 2015 data
from the United States Census Bureau. Preliminary results from the Non-Participant Study suggest that a
focus on cultural issues (e.g., related to trust) as well as language will be required to effectively address
barriers for certain customers.
4 C i. Relevant PA Commitment(s) and Work to Date
The 2019-2021 Plan term is the first time that the PAs’ energy efficiency plan, the Term Sheet, and DPU order
approving the Plan each addresses limited English proficiency customers. The relevant commitments/orders
are noted in the following table, along with current known status:
Table 25. Status of PA Commitments Regarding Limited English Proficiency Customers
Program Element/Commitment/Order

Known Current Status

18

These customers are variously referred to as non-English speakers, English as a second language speakers, or persons who speak a
language other than English at home. For purposes of this paper we refer to them as limited English proficiency customers.
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Review customer journey for non-English
speakers

Study commissioned by PAs completed in October
(see more on this below)

Provide more consistent language services via
the Mass Save® phone line and in follow-up
communications for those customers who
communicated that English is not a primary
language

Work to complete this is in progress

Offer additional translated program materials
in the most commonly spoken languages
across Massachusetts

The PAs, as a part of their overall improvements to
serving limited English proficiency customers, are
considering which documents should be prioritized for
translation
The PAs are tracking and will report on language
selection on the Mass Save hotline and page views on
MassSave.com in Spanish and Portuguese.

The Program Administrators shall track and
report all readily available Mass Save
participant data by … (3) primary language
(DPU Order)

4 C ii. Opportunities and Recommendations for 2020 and Beyond
The PAs contracted19 with the energy consulting firm Illume Advising LLC earlier this year to identify best
practices for non-English outreach both within and outside of the energy efficiency sphere and to develop an
understanding of the” non-English speaker’s journey in learning about Mass Save’s offerings.” The research
report for this effort, “Non-English Speaker Benchmarking & Customer Journey—Findings Report,” was
completed in October. Our team reviewed the report and began a discussion with the PAs in late November on
its findings and next steps for assessing them and developing new program strategies for LEP customers.
The report from Illume certainly has a wealth of good research, best practices, and suggested strategies for
the PAs to pursue. But it leaves information gaps in several areas that need to be filled for a proper
assessment of improvements to services for LEP customers:
®

A detailed map of the journey of a limited English proficiency customer through the
Mass Save programs. From the PAs’ Term Sheet commitment, we were expecting a
detailed map of the journey of a limited English proficiency customer, including
recommendations for providing in-language services at each step. A detailed journey map
was not included in the report, which provided this generalized graphic instead:
Figure 7. Probable Journey Map

19

This contract for this study was executed outside of the EM&V framework.
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This customer journey map from another industry has the level of detail we were
expecting and that we think is needed:

Figure 8. Customer Journey Map from Another Industry

®

The customer journey mapping exercise should include interviews with LEP customers
and organizations that serve them, which was not an element of this Illume report.
Increased attention to portions of the customer journey beyond marketing and
outreach. Reaching customers through culturally appropriate marketing and outreach are
key program elements that the PAs have been pursuing in a variety of forms in recent
years. But as the Illume report calls out, once seeing Mass Save marketing in their native
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language a customer who speaks a language other than English might not reach out to
Mass Save for services if they are not confident they will receive supportive services at
each and every step through measure procurement and installation. The PAs conducted a
contractor survey that found over 40% of contractors are multilingual, with the majority of
those speaking Spanish or Portuguese in addition to English. The PAs plan to take an initial
look at service improvements for customers in Spanish and Portuguese. The PAs are also
in the process of developing a workforce development strategic plan, scheduled to be
completed early next year, which is a great initial step.20 But a more detailed needs
assessment is needed for all elements of the customers’ contact with the program and its
vendors.
4 C iii. Possible Metrics to Assess Success
Table 25. Goals and Metrics for Assessing Success in Serving Limited English Proficiency
Customers
GOAL

EXAMPLE METRIC

Increase participation by customers with
limited English proficiency

Number of customers with limited English proficiency
receiving a Home Energy Assessment

Develop a workforce that is able to serve
LEP customers at each step of their
journey

Number of Energy Specialists, number of Home
Performance Contractors, and number of Independent
Insulation Contractors who speak a language other than
English

4.D. MUNICIPAL AND COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP STRATEGY
In addition to the program design elements indicated above for renters, moderate income customers, and
customer with limited English proficiency, the PAs’ 2019-2021 Plan includes a new strategy for partnering with
municipalities and communities to address all of these groups. The Municipal and Community Partnership
Strategy includes a stronger connection to municipal governments, whose local knowledge and trusted
relationships can be a valuable connection point for increasing awareness and participation in PA efficiency
offers. The Partnership Strategy supports municipally led outreach for cities and towns of all sizes with a focus
on those with lower historic levels of participation to enroll local participants.
4 D i. Relevant PA Commitments and Work to Date
Table 26. Status of PA Commitments Regarding a Municipal and Community Partnership Strategy
Program Element
Develop and implement a Municipal and
Community Partnership Strategy

Known Current Status
Application process completed, partners selected,
partnerships to formally commence in January 2020

4 D ii. Opportunities and Recommendations for 2020 and Beyond
The PAs have worked hard to develop and promote this new partnership strategy, which is consistent with our
encouragement during the 2019-2021 planning period that the PAs broaden their outreach strategies to
increase participation of underserved customer groups. It builds upon experience National Grid has in
operating its Community Initiative since 2013, the PAs’ Efficient Neighborhood Plus initiative, and other similar
work. Representatives from the PAs, Metropolitan Area Planning Council, and the Consultants have had
20

A report on the plan and the PAs’ plans to implement it would be a great presentation topic for an EEAC meeting in the spring.
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regular check in meetings to discuss progress of the PAs’ work. The development of the strategy included a
stakeholder input meeting attended by 54 municipal and community organization representatives.
Stakeholders also had the opportunity to review and comment on a draft of the strategy. Partnering
municipalities will receive a host of resources to support their outreach work, including a designated PA point
of contact and co-branded collateral in multiple languages.
We are extremely pleased that the PAs included a financial award for partners who meet goals for installation
of major energy efficiency measures, improvements to historical participation, and service to target customers.
Each partner will receive an award of $2,000 up front, with a maximum award of $5,000-$25,000 based on full
goal achievement and community size. We are disappointed the initial group of seven partners21 is not larger
but understand the PAs’ interest in testing this effort on a smaller scale before expanding the partnerships. We
are also disappointed that the points system used by the PAs for the partners’ financial rewards is not
specifically linked to participation increases by renters, moderate income customers, and LEP customers but
instead to increases in measure installations for the residential market rate program regardless of income,
language, or ownership status:
Table 27. PA Points System Used for Partners’ Financial Rewards

The PAs indicate that this design was based on the ability of PAs to provide frequent, timely, and accurate
data with a clear and easily understood baseline to participating municipalities. By our assessment, however,
under this points system, a partner could conceivably have 100% of its measure installation increases from
customers with incomes over 80% of state median income and still get its full financial reward although such
an outcome is unlikely. This would not be consistent with the EEAC’s priorities for the underserved customer
segments.
In 2020, we will be seeking updates from the PAs on the following:

21

®

Innovative outreach strategies by the municipal partners, including partnerships with
community-based organizations

®

Success of the municipal partners in increasing participation by moderate income customers
and both market rate and low income renters and customers with limited English proficiency

®

Plans to revise the partnership strategy in 2021, including by increasing the number of
partners

The first group of municipal partners includes Chelsea, Framingham, Lancaster, Lawrence, Methuen, New Bedford, and Pittsfield.
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We recommend that the PAs quantitatively track participation by target population groups as an
essential element in assessing the success of this strategy in achieving the EEAC’s priorities and PAs’
stated objectives. We have not yet received assurances from the PAs that this tracking will occur. We
recognize that tracking issues are not simple ones, especially for LEP customers.22 We have no specific
solution in mind and are open to use of reasonable proxies.
We will also be interested to hear qualitative feedback from the municipal partners on how the partnerships are
meeting their own needs. MAPC has been a vocal advocate for shaping the PAs’ partnership strategy to
accomplish this and has expressed interest in, among other things, a more flexible scoring approach to allow
partners to focus on the most pressing needs and opportunities they have identified for themselves. MAPC and
the Consultants share the opinion that while the Partnership Strategy does not contain everything we would
hope to see in it, it is a reasonable first effort that we are eager to succeed.
4 D iii. Possible Metrics to Assess Success
Table 28. Goals and Metrics for Assessing the Municipal and Community Partnership
Strategy
GOAL

Increase participation in partnering
municipalities by moderate income
customers and both market rate and low
income renters and customers with limited
English proficiency

EXAMPLE METRIC

Number of Mass Save participating customers in
partnering municipal communities who are renters
Number of Mass Save participating customers in
partnering municipal communities with incomes of 6180% of SMI*
Number of Mass Save participating customers in
partnering municipal communities with limited English
proficiency

CONCLUSION
As the length of this paper indicates, the scope and depth of the PAs’ residential energy efficiency and demand
reduction efforts are extensive. While we have not fully documented all PA efforts to meet their Plan goals and
commitments, we have sought to highlight those that we feel are most fundamental and also most relevant to
the opportunities we identified during the 2019-2021 planning period. It is clear that the PAs have made
significant progress in addressing those opportunities. At the same time, additional opportunities remain. We
hope the EEAC and the PAs find our work to identify these useful going into 2020. We also think it is essential
that more structure be put in place to support assessment of the large number of enhancements the PAs have
been working to implement. This exercise will be particularly important for planning for the 2022-2024 term,
which is just around the corner. We believe the example metrics we have identified can serve as the starting
point for this.

22

The PAs are already providing participation by income category (market, moderate, income eligible) by zip code on a biannual basis.
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